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4

FINDINGS

Interviewees favour “publishing” as the dominant change strategy, so there is little hope that standard
practices will ensue, when culturally, engineering staff seem to have adopted individualised
approaches and tools for doing their work.

We note the significant reliance on the Dam Safety Audit Program to ensure the objectives of the FIA and
Dam Safety Condition Sections of the Act are met by dam owners, however this Audit Program hasn’t
been updated or progressed in a prioritised and time-bound manner. DCG would expect a program of
audits to be mapped out over a number of years, with higher priority audits being repeated frequently to
ensure matters are being addressed. Post audit, DCG would have hoped to see a list of actions that Dam
Safety expects dam owners to carry out and then evidence of these actions being monitored to ensure
compliance – all through formal regulatory notices and a database of prioritised actions. Our audit
indicates this is not the case.

For the Business Operating Model

The established (hierarchical) model emphasised the application of engineering excellence to AFCs, to
FIAs, to refining the science and the risk assessment; this model is being rebalanced with a bias
towards driving stakeholder responsibility for community safety (via EAPs and Conditions setting) and
towards forging a robust regulatory role in Dam Safety;

The former approach to work practices that condoned local records management and personalised
spreadsheets is now being superseded with more corporate systems and shared access obligations,
where everyone owns responsibility for the RDMS – with this comes a need to manage document
control throughout the workflow, rather than hoping that administrative/project support staff might
sweep it up;

The former “lean” towards quality engineering and science now needs to be balanced with a “lean” to
front-footed work program disciplines, where time and quality carry equal weight and the Regulatory
framework and practices can be described as “in place”;

Highlights of the new business model for Dam Safety include:

the emphasis on time-bound Program management of referable-dam portfolios;

ensuring all documents are traceable, all work is tracked and milestones drive results, with quality
assured at each step in any process;

FINDINGS

Dam Safety is an active group being disrupted by a shift in focus towards a more robust regulatory role, the
active assignment of risk to dam owners (and their communities) and a more disciplined use of common
procedures and data. There are few gaps in what’s been promised, planned or started to produce Work
Programs, new tools and processes (in support of the Legislation or the Recommendations from the
Inquiries).

For Work Programs

The issue is one of identifying owners, visibly tracking work against agreed milestones and verifying real
progress on Programs, on software solutions, and on the expected implementation of better work practices.
Plans and Programs might be drafted with work started on processes and templates, but they have not
been driven by managers into use and there is no visible tracking / reporting on progress with
implementation or use. Staff appear to have a “good intentions” approach to a work program and little
apparent urgency to nominate or meet deadlines.
The Audit indicates plainly that with the procedures required for the regulation of Dam Safety:

Few processes are finalised and established (according to what was reported or handed over to DCG);
and

Too many draft processes are awaiting review or approval.

An assessment of the pertinent Sections of the Act indicates that:

Dam Safety has benefited significantly from the work done in producing the “Information and
Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification” for the RDR software (despite the Project’s
poor delivery performance); without this Specification, there would be little evidence of the
procedures expected to have been produced;

Senior staff report that work is underway on procedures, but provide little evidence of progress in the
form of a draft document and little indication as to who owns the work or when they’re expected to
deliver a draft or a final version; and
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Visible targets, clear enablers/attractors of good behaviour, the barriers to limit unhelpful
behaviour and some plain consequences - to help shape the ecosystem in which staff work; and

Working with staff about changing their “identity” (how I see myself), changing “information
flows” (what’s important to exchange now compared to before now) and changing “relationships”
(who do I see more of, about what, now).

DCG believes that it’s this model of change that should accompany the introduction of the proposed new
ways to work.

partnering with the EAP stakeholder managers in assigning more responsibilities to dam owners,
rather than hoping that the technical engineering role resolves the dam safety and community
safety threats;

a bias towards emphasising “residual” risk more than worst-case “severity” and supporting a
change in risk ownership as a result;

a balanced appreciation of regulatory intent (toward dam owner responsibility) alongside technical
know-how and legal protections;

confining the role of public servants to regulators and programmed auditors, more than remaining
the owners of risk to the community;

supporting dam owners to change, and driving the consequences for dam owners and local
authorities of not adopting their changed role.

For the Management of Change:
The change described above deserves to be supported with good leadership:

The current “mobilising for change”/change management model appears to be follow the steps of
“document the new, tell and train users, expect compliance, then clean up and correct non-
compliance” – this won’t work for the new ways to work;

DCG offers a more modern model; it emphasises:

The “guiding coalition” – what does “leading” look like and who’s up for leading in support of the
GM’s efforts;

Leader responsibility, evidence-based readiness for change, active risk-assurance and explicit
“gating” (with yes/no criteria) before crossing to the “new” (be that new legislation, guidelines,
SOPs, processes, RDR software and so on);

Drawing on those willing to “volunteer” for the new model and distinguishes those deserving more
attention and support from leaders;

A shift in mindset (what we value or believe) alongside changes in the roles, tools, language or
habits of leaders and staff;
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RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

We advise:
1. The workflow or business operating model for Dam Safety regulation be redesigned to match modern

regulatory obligations and simple good practice, with the bias towards Programs of work under the
leadership of program managers (rather than engineers or stakeholder managers);

• DCG expects the organisation to look more like mixed teams with assigned dam portfolios,
audit programs and programs of tools development/deployment, that will support continuous
improvement to the Regulatory role;

2. While predominantly organised around projects (both customer-facing and business-improvement
projects), staff with common functions should meet to nurture their skills and their SOPs;

3. The tools (SOPs, Guidelines, templates, dashboards, tracking and reporting methods, RDR, RDMS and
so on) to support the new operating model be completed with project-like discipline, signed off and
then implemented professionally by DS leaders; in its current condition, the workgroup is simply not
ready for a positive external audit;

4. The completion of these tools should be undertaken alongside the formation of the more mixed-
function workgroups, to assist staff in tackling real work (both regulatory and business improvement)
as a part of their revised team formation;

5. Staff deserve to understand the operating model, to contribute to polishing it, to interpret its impacts
and to design its implementation;

6. Leaders need to plan the migration to the new operating model and be supported, as they complete
the changes, against published milestones; and

7. Managers need to take more responsibility for specifying targets and then accounting for those
targets, using tools, meetings and dashboards that can help verify what’s been achieved, what’s
slipping and what help is needed to hit the mark.
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For further details please contact:

Brian Donaldson

Email: brian@donaldsonconsulting.net.au
Web: www.donaldsonconsulting.net.au
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Attachment: Procedures required for the regulation of dam safety under the Water Supply (Safety and 
Reliability) Act 2008 
A brief assessment of the right-hand column indicates that: 

Few processes are finalised and established (according to what was reported or handed over)
Probably too many draft processes are awaiting review or approval.

Section Activity Procedure DCG Comments 
342A Dam owner is given a 

referable dam notice 
Timeframe bring-up Responsibility: Dam Safety 

Status: No established process 

352F If dam owner becomes 
referable, an EAP will be 
required within 4 months after 
it becomes referable 

Timeframe bring-up Responsibility: Dam Safety 
Status: No established process 

346(3) Number of PAR worked out 
under FIA guidelines 

Responsibility: Dam Safety 
Status: No established process 

350 FIA given every 5 years Timeframe bring-up Responsibility: Dam Safety 
Status: No established process 

352I Chief executive to consider 
plan for 30 business days 

Assessment criteria and timeframe 
bring-up 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352Q(2) Amending EAP by agreement 
– non-substantive

Assessment criteria and timeframe 
bring-up 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352E Requirement for and main 
purpose of EAP 

N/A – Not a procedure 
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Section Activity Procedure DCG Comments 
352E(2) EAP needs to be consistent 

with this meaning 
N/A – Not a procedure 

352H Requirements for EAP Assessment criteria Responsibility: Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352I Chief executive to consider 
EAP and make a decision to 
approve or refuse 

Processing within 30 days and deemed 
approvals 

Responsibility: Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Commenced. Awaiting Manager approval 

352K Approval of EAP Admin and corro procedures Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352L Refusal to approve EAP Admin and corro procedures Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352M Register and publish EAP Admin and corro procedures Responsibility: Dam Safety  
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352O Review and direction to 
prepare and submit a new EAP 

Admin and corro procedures and 
timeframe bring-up 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352Q Amend EAP by agreement – 
non-substantive 

Admin and corro procedures and 
timeframe bring-up 

Responsibility: Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Commenced. Work in progress 

352P Review by dam owner before 
1 October each year 

Reminder letters Responsibility: Dam Safety 
Status: No established process 
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Section Activity Procedure DCG Comments 
352R Substantive amendment to 

EAP 
Admin and corro procedures and 
timeframe bring-up 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: Unapproved process documented (EAPCP08). 
Awaiting Manager approval 

352S Give it to chief executive one 
month before plan expires 

Reminder letters 3 months out Responsibility: Supply Regulation (EAP) & Dam Owner 
Status: Commenced. Work in progress 

352T Preparation and submission of 
emergency event report 

Potential template – how to submit an 
EER, how to assess an EER 
Procedure to identify activated plans, 
reviewing plans and identifying those 
who have not submitted EERs within 30 
days after the event or later if agreed 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: No established process. Requires an Issues/Risk 
Register to inform Policy 

Other Issues in Review 
Deemed 
approvals 

Impact of deemed approvals 
and workflow management 

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: No established process.  

Delegations Keep updated, future 
potential in lowering level for 
approvals via training  

Responsibility: Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: No established process.  

Administration Ongoing review of procedures 
and skills development 

Responsibility: Supply Regulation (Operational Support) 
Status: No established process.  

Records 
management 

As above Responsibility: Supply Regulation (Operational Support) 
Status: No established process.  

Correspondence 
quality  

As above Responsibility: Supply Regulation (Operational Support), 
Dam Safety & Supply Regulation (EAP) 
Status: No established process.  
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Section Activity Procedure DCG Comments 
Guidelines DEWS has three: 

Qld Dam Safety Mgmt.
Guidelines 2002;
Guidelines for FIAs of
Water Dams 2012,
Guidelines on Acceptable
Flood Capacity for Water
Dams 2017

and DSD produced: 
‘Guidance’ on Referable
Dams Planning 2017

The Referable Dams Planning 
Guidance makes reference to 
a 35-day approval window 
versus 30-days used 
elsewhere, because it’s DSD’s 
document.  

Guidelines – support processes. Two Officers are currently 
reviewing the FIA processes (without any deadline) 
The guidelines are not being used as quasi decision-
making criteria; they are for setting a standard for when 
DS go and do the inspections. DS use it as a check, i.e., 
certified checks.  
All guidelines are being renewed (but with no “by” dates). 
They are more to do with monitoring and assisting 
industry. DS decisions are based on legislation and 
industry standards (ANCOLD). Guidelines inform the how 
to do and management – they’re not for decision-making.  

The EAP Condition timeframes are specified/documented 
in the Conditions & in Guidelines (5-yearly comprehensive 
inspection, etc.). The period is decided by DEWS and 
negotiated with the dam owner. Best practise comes from 
ANCOLD Guidelines 

Farm Dam 
Stakeholder 
Plans 

It was agreed that there should be a Stakeholder 
Engagement Plan for the farm dams and a position on 
regulatory oversight, but a plan will have to be developed. 

Once RDR is finished, the PE for Farm Dams will roll onto 
this work. It needs to a rolling program rather than a 
staged program. It’d be helpful if there were some 
resources on the web in layman terms about what dam 
owners need to do and why they do it. 
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Attachment: Comment on the Water Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act 2008 
The following assessment of the Sections of the Act indicates that: 

1. DS has benefited significantly from the work done in producing the “Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification” for
the RDR software (despite the Project’s poor delivery performance)

2. Without this Specification, there seems to be little evidence of the procedures expected to have been produced in support of the Sections in the Act
3. In interview, senior staff report that work is underway on procedures, but provide little evidence of this in the form of a draft document and as a

rule, no indication as to who owns the work or when they’re expected to deliver a draft or final version
4. Interviewees seem to favour “publishing” as the dominant change strategy, so there is little hope that standard practices will ensue, when

culturally, engineering staff seem to have adopted individualised approaches and tools for doing their work.

Section DCG advice on Decision Making Criteria & Processes 
s340 Not Applicable - N/A 
s341 N/A 
s342 N/A 

FIAs 
s343 When dams must be failure impact assessed: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 

Specification. 3.2.1, page 21 
s344 Process for failure impact assessment: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 

3.2.2, page 28 
s345 As per s344 
s346 Failure impact ratings for dams: see Dam Safety Audit Spreadsheet and Information and Technology Partners, Future 

State Processes Specification. 3.2.2, page 28 

Questions asked included: How are dam safety Conditions decided? How are any changes to these conditions decided? 
How is consistency and transparency assured? Is anything actively being done in this space?  
WSR has a standard set of Conditions, the first applied in 02/03. DS claims to have nearly finalised new Guideline for the 
new “referable dam register” RDR.  
While there are some reported templates, DS can set special conditions on an as-needed basis (for new versus existing 
dams). WSR will have prescribed conditions for dam ratings, i.e., list of documents. This does exist but is being formalised 
now. WSR will then get rid of variations accumulated over the past 15 years. 
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Section DCG advice on Decision Making Criteria & Processes 
s347 N/A 
s348 Cost of the FIA: The Director indicates there are no published assessment costs. But the cost for undertaking FIA is very 

site specific: marginal if referable or category (1) or category (2), or low consequence (3). For a dam in remote QLD, the 
dam owner incurs a cost using an engineer with RPEQ (the certifier). The Director believes it would not a great revenue 
earner if this fee/cost were to be introduced. 

s349 Decision about failure impact assessment: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 
Specification. 3.2.2, page 28 

s350 Notice accepting failure impact assessment: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 
Specification. 3.2.2, page 28 

s351 Notice accepting failure impact assessment: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 
Specification. 3.2.2, page 28 

s352 Notice accepting failure impact assessment: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 
Specification. 3.2.2, page 28 

EAPs & Conditions 
sS352A-M (2) N/A. SOP – Emergency Action Plan Assessment covers: 

s352(F)
s352(H)
s352(I)
s352(J)
s352(K)
s352(L)
s352(M)
s352(O)

sS352M(3) ‘The Chief Executive must make information in the register available to the public on the department’s website…’: 
https://www.dews.qld.gov.au/water/dams/safety/eap/emergency-action-plans Only 104 EAPs are shown.  
Updating EAPs on the public website – ome dams are not yet approved and are still being assessed. This helps explain 
why only 104 of 109 are on the website. This is reportedly looked at weekly. 

See Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. Appendix A, page 132 
s352M(4)-s352(O) N/A. SOP – Emergency Action Plan Assessment covers: 

s352(O)
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Section DCG advice on Decision Making Criteria & Processes 
s352(P) Annual review by dam owner: this needs to be processed. Could include Information and Technology Partners, Future 

State Processes Specification. 3.2.19, page 117 3.2.20, page 121 

Questions asked included: How does the regulator achieve compliance with the dam safety conditions (s346A)? Is the 
audit program being implemented? 
There is an Audit program document, that has not been revised. Desktop audit exists as well as in-field. Conditions are 
now being standardised into a template (with no due date). The Dam Safety Audit spreadsheet needs to be uploaded into 
RDR – still a manual process until a solution is determined. Will apparently be better with the new RDR. It was claimed 
that every dam Audit is completed on an annual basis at present by individual teams, but there is no formal plan which 
documents the timing/staging of these audits throughout the year, or their owner. 

sS352(Q) N/A 
sS352(R)-(S) N/A. SOP – Emergency Action Plan Assessment covers: 

s352(R)
s352(S) & Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 3.2.14, page 96

sS352(T) See Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 3.2.18, page 113 
sS352(U) See Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 3.2.17, page 109 
sS352(V) N/A 
s353 N/A 
s354 paragraph 4.a – “…Safety Conditions… must be relevant to, but not an unreasonable imposition on, the dam or 

reasonably required for the dam”. This Section is a little vague… open for interpretation. What qualifies as a standard for 
“reasonable”? When this is unclear, the risk is passed onto DEWS. 

s355 paragraph 2 – “if a development permit has been given, or is taken to have been given, for the construction of the dam”… 
Is this a moot point? Paragraphs 3 to 4 - this section concerns dams already referable and already in operation. The next 
section, Section 356, deals with ‘changing conditions’, which by default, covers construction upgrades to existing dams. 

s356 paragraph 3 – “… Changing Conditions… give the owner of a dam a notice requesting the owner give the Chief Executive, 
within a reasonable period the stated …” How is the “reasonable period” defined? 

s357 N/A 
s357A paragraphs 3 to 5 - this implies that other costs could have been incurred and on-charged. DCG believes that there have 

been no instances of costs being passed onto dam owners. 
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Section DCG advice on Decision Making Criteria & Processes 
s358 - s359 is about ‘Emergency Powers’ – DCG has read no procedures concerning this part. We suggest that these don’t exist. The 

procedures in place deal with matters after a 30-day window, post the event. These are contained in the Information & 
Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification document. 

Is there guidance on how to recover costs if these powers are used? Apparently, it hasn’t happened to date. Staff are 
familiar with the provisions of the Act. May need to make one, although not a high priority. These decisions must be 
made at fair speed and they would need to hear about them in time. A provision is there in NSW - DS could use this as a 
guide. Costs (incurred) would be 100% passed through. 

Legislation concerning this part appears to have been well thought out aside from dictating timeframes. Any mention of 
‘reasonable’ appears to have a basis on the definitions on FIA’s, and should be considered thorough, but this may not 
apply for ‘timeframes’ – it has more to do with assessment. 

s360 Recovery of Expenses. This is where sections 360-366 are concerned. The Director indicates there are penalties specified 
in the Act, but DEWS has not had to apply them. There are provisions for special inspections. If there is justification for a 
flood event, DS can do a special inspection, but they have not had to do it. All voluntarily done to date.  

s361 N/A 
s362 N/A 
s363 paragraphs 1-3 – “Notice if imminent danger of dam failure” – DCG has read no procedures concerning this part. In each 

EAP, the dam owner is required to advise the Chief Executive when these events start. The Director indicates WSR needs 
to make it more consistent, but it “works well today”. 

s364 N/A 
s365 paragraphs 1-3 – “Cancellation of development permit for decommissioned dam” – DCG has read no procedures 

concerning this part. We suggest that these don’t exist. A dam was decommissioned in 2000 at Oaky Creek, but this is pre 
this Department.  

s366-s369 N/A 
s370-s371 See Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 3.2.7, page 63 & 3.2.8, page 67 
s372 Amending a Flood Mitigation Manual: There are no procedures in this regard. This is dealt with by the Ministry 
s373 Regular reviews of Flood Mitigation Manuals: A Flood Mitigation Manual is always approved to a time. 
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Section DCG advice on Decision Making Criteria & Processes 
WSR says it has never had a case where a dam owner has not had a FMM. Ministerial Advisory Council is set-up to create 
the Manual, WSR simply assists. The Director questions whether it is under WSR’s control or not, but indicates that what 
is in the Act is good enough. 

s374 Preparation and submission of a new manual: There are no procedures in this regard. This is dealt with by the Ministry 
s375 Annual preparedness reports: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes Specification. 3.2.11, 

page 78 
s376 N/A – some claim the “guidelines” are being revised now but DCG is unaware of their material progress** 
s377-s382 N/A 
s383 Preparation and submission of flood event report: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 

Specification. 3.2.10, page 74 
s384 Preparation and submission of flood event report: see Information and Technology Partners, Future State Processes 

Specification. 3.2.9, page 70 
s385 N/A 
s386-s399 N/A 

** DCG knows of 3 regulatory Guidelines in DEWS [Qld Dam Safety Mgmt. Guidelines 2002; Guidelines for FIAs of Water Dams 2012, Guidelines on 
Acceptable Flood Capacity for Water Dams 2017 and DSD’s ‘Guidance’ on Referable Dams Planning 2017] that impose requirements and DCG is not certain 
how their use is administered or enforced. According to the Director, regulatory Guidelines have a similar “effect” to legislation and these are being used to 
achieve DST objectives (that nonetheless, might be the same as slightly different to the policy intent in the Legislation).  

Some related questions addressed in regard to the Guidelines were: 

Question Response 
The regulatory AFC Guidelines set out the 
requirement for dam safety upgrades to be 
undertaken by dam owners over certain 
time periods. What processes are in place to 
ensure these will occur in the nominated 
timeframes? 

There are no known processes in place. The fall-back appears to be the Audit Program. DCG was advised 
that the Guidelines are prepared to serve Dam Owners and they carry responsibility for dam safety 
upgrades. 
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Question Response 
Are there other aspects of these regulatory 
Guidelines that should be implemented 
actively? 

They are the Dam Owner’s responsibility to implement; however, WSR owns the obligation to inform 
Dam Owners and other stakeholders of these Guidelines and their impacts, to provide advice on how to 
satisfy the Guidelines and then to audit the dam owner’s performance in doing so. 

Are these very detailed and technical 
Guidelines achieving their objective? 

As an example, the AFC Guidelines present the Queensland Government’s flood adequacy standard and 
implementation policy (against which all referable dams in Queensland will be assessed) and alert dam 
owners to their responsibilities and liabilities in ensuring the safety of their dams. DCG does not know if 
the Guidelines are achieving their objective; some advice was received to suggest the Guidelines could be 
converted to more plain language and uploaded to the web in “how to” formats 

Attachment: Source Documents 
Document Name Document Purpose Key Issues/Themes 
Org Chart – Water Planning and 
Regulation Organisational Chart 
(under GM WSR position) 

Detailed Org’ chart Not applicable (N/A)

Org’ Chart – (below position of 
GM WSR) 

The GM prepared this for DCG team on Day 1 as a 
guide 

N/A

Org’ Chart – QLD Department of 
Energy and Water Supply (below 
DG) 

N/A N/A

Water Supply Regulation Business 
Plan 2016-17 

Self-explanatory N/A

Water Legislation (Dam Safety) 
Amendment Bill 2016 

The 2016 amended legislation N/A

Chapter 4: Referable Dams and 
Flood and Drought Mitigation 

Taken from the Water Supply (Safety and 
Reliability) Act 2008 

Outlines key definitions, roles and responsibilities

Dam Safety Regulation: Future 
State Processes Specification 
Addendum 

Information and Technology Partners Details work procedures from an IT and systems point-
of-view
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Document Name Document Purpose Key Issues/Themes 
Dam Safety Audit Program Excel file that outlines 107 referable dams outlining 

key summary information including: EAP 
submission received date, approved to date, dam 
owner, dam type, technical issues, deficiency 
rating, PAR, overall risk rating and ranking against 
other referable dams 

Appears to have been last ‘substantially’ updated in
January 2014. The added detail between 2014 and
now is as follows:

o In October 2016, made a
comment concerning incremental PAR
estimates, suggesting these had been
updated for all referable dams

o 3 EAP’s were received, one for each year
in the period 2015-2017.

The number of referable dams is inconsistent with
other estimates – has 107 referable dams;
Information suggests the register needs updating,
particularly given between 2015 and 2017, wherein:

o 2015, 21 dam EAP’s expired
o 2016, 13 dam EAP’s expired
o 2017, 51 dam EAP’s expired

Dam Safety Business Case: Dam 
Safety Regulation Solution, Dec-16 
v1.1 

The Business Case for a modern ICT solution to 
support the regulation of referable dams within 
Queensland 

The Project Mandate was established in 2012 by the
then Office of the Water Supply Regulator (OWSR) to
identify a replacement for the WICD database
Business requirements commenced in 2012
Project procurement commenced in 2013
Software design, build and implement commenced in
July 2016
The target month for completion is July 2017.

Dam Safety Regulation Support 
Service Management Plan v.0.4, 
June 2017 

This Service Management Plan (SMP) recognises 
the business relationships that exists between 
Planning and Water Regulation (the Client) and ITP 
(the ICT Partner) for the provision of ICT services. 

The Service Management Plan is a record of the 
agreed approach to managing the Service 

N/A
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Document Name Document Purpose Key Issues/Themes 
Dam Safety Regulation Project, 
Initiative Highlight Report, July 
2017 

Project Management reporting tool for the ICT 
project. Outlines project period achievements, 
issues, next priorities, deliverables, risks, budget, 
etc. 

N/A

Dam Safety CRM – Project Board 
Meeting Minutes, 23rd June 2017 

N/A N/A

Role Description: Manager, 
Emergency Action Planning – AO8 

Role description for DEWS N/A

Procedures – processing of EAP 
under Water Supply (Safety and 
Reliability) Act 2008 

Lists the chronological activities and procedures 
required for processing EAP’s 

Important summary

EAP Team – Communications 
Assessments 2016 

Outlines the short and long-term vision and 
objectives of DEWS 

Whilst the focus is the assessment of 32 dams by
November 2016, the document outlines longer-term
objectives and timeframes as well

Emergency Action Plan 
Enhancement Program – Stake-
holder Engagement Plan (Oct-16) 

Describes three stages of engagement N/A

Emergency Action Plan 
Enhancement Program – Project 
Plan (Apr-17) 

Addresses the relevant findings and 
recommendations of the Review of Seqwater and 
SunWater Warnings Communications undertaken 
by the Office of the IGEM. 

N/A

Emergency Action Plan 
Compliance Project Plan (Mar-17) 

Outlines how the EAP & CT Team and the Dam 
Safety Team will work together to deliver an EAP 
regulatory program 

N/A

EAP and Counter-Terrorism Key 
Tasks for 2017-18 

Outlines DEWS strategies, activities and outputs, 
leading staff, and timeframes. A work-plan. 
Includes team KPI’s in-line with compliance focus. 

No current evidence of whether or not stated
milestones/deliverables were reached/produced

Standard Operating Procedures 
for an EAP Assessment  

Containing Purpose, Scope, DM Authority, Roles & 
Responsibilities, related documentation, and the 
Procedure with a process flow map  

Still in draft, not signed off and therefore not used/in
use by Dam Safety team
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Document Name Document Purpose Key Issues/Themes 
Dam Safety and Emergency Action 
Plan Team(s) – Standard 
Operating Procedure: EAP 
Assessment Original Submission 
or Substantive Amendment 

Outlines the current procedures in relation to 
assessing an EAP 

What’s its status? In place/in use? If not, why not?

Decision Making Risk Matrix A decision support tool called a Decision-Making 
Risk Matrix with Likelihood x Severity for a Dam 
Hazard and the resulting suggested EAP “approval 
period” or term 

Not officially accepted or used by the Dam Safety Team

EAP Approval (examples) 1 example of old system EAP approval and 1 
example of new system approval 

Each old Approval contains a Letter, an Information
Notice, the Obligations of the DO after Approval and
a Schedule of considerations for next time.
Each new Approval contains a Letter, a Notice, a
Schedule of considerations for next time and an
Assessment Officer’s Recommendation and Decision,
the EAP Assessment and recommendation Form, and
a long EAP Dam Safety Recommendation

EAP Rejection (example) 1 example of old system EAP rejection and 1 
example of new system rejection 

N/A

EAP Example: Crystal Waters 
Emergency Action Plan 

Details the activities and decisions made in this 
example of an EAP (2017) 

N/A

EAP and Counter-Terrorism Team 
Outline of Project Plan and 
Objectives for 2017-18 

High-level strategic initiatives documented N/A
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